
T-spikeTM

Treksta’s T-spike™ shoes are the first shoes to incorporate a retractable crampon into the soles by specially 
engineered mechanism which simply works with small dial. The grip spikes are controlled in and out by 
simply turning a dial at the side. Use the grip spikes when on icy terrain, retract them when traction improves.
T-spike shoes can transform with all kinds of trail conditions. Expect the unexpected situation, T-spike™ 
system will lead all hikers to a wider range of trail conditions.

Most other traction system we've seen requires carrying around 
a set of spiked or chained soles or accessories, or it has been 
engineered with complicated solution.

The metal spikes in the T-spike™ system provide traction during the 
slipperiest winter conditions and quickly retract back into the rubber 
sole when they're not needed. You can take all winter conditions 
with one pair of boots, and they are easy to use.

A simple gear system is built inside the boots, allowing the spikes 
to move in and out. A dial on the side turns to discharge the spikes. 
You can even adjust the depth of spikes on your own by simply 
turning the dial.

When the spikes are retracted, the sole is as versatile as any other 
boot and can be worn in the car and house. To prepare hikers for 
the unexpected, T-spike shoes can transform with all kinds of trail 
conditions.

Expect the unexpected situation, T-spike™ system will lead all hikers 
to a wider range of trail conditions.

The Next Generation of Treksta Innovation
Made Even Simpler. 

Multi-Funcitional in a Variety of Terrain

The shoes look the same as normal hiking shoes, but by simply 
turning a dial, spikes come in and out from the shoe bottom. 01
The special Treksta lasting board device gives the ultimate 
convenience for people.02
Gore-tex membrane system with protective toe cap, ankle 
protective pads and breathable mesh which are designed 
exactly same as our other hiking shoes. 
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Expect the Unexpected Situation


